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Abstract-We consider the backward beam method of Buzbee & Carasso [Math. Camp. 27. 237-267, 
19731 for the numerical computation of parabolic problems for preceding times. The performance of 
this method is strongly influenced by the choice of a spectral shift parameter. Using logarithmic convexity 
arguments Buzbee & Carasso derived an expression for the optimal value for linear problems. The main 
concern of this paper is lo illustrate that this expression can also be found and explained via the numerical 
stability analysis of the forward and backward recurrence involved. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is devoted to a study of the backward beam method of Buzbee & Carasso[2,3] for 
the numerical solution of parabolic problems for preceding times. Such problems are ill-posed. 
In [2,3] the method is discussed in the setting of an abstract Hilbert space. We consider the 
finite dimensional ODE system 
iJ = F(t, U), 0 C t < T, F(r;):R” - R”, (1.1) 
which is assumed to represent a continuous time, semi-discrete approximation tothe parabolic 
PDE problem under consideration (method of lines). Given an inner product norm on R”, it is 
supposed that (1.1) is dissipative for this norm, by which we mean that the Jacobian matrix 
F’(t;) satisfies the logarithmic norm inequality 
p[F’(t, IJ] G u < 0, all 5 E R”, (1.2) 
on [0, T], where u is a constant (not depending on the grid spacing used in the discretization 
of the space variables). For any two solutions 0, I/ of (1.1) it then holds that ([4], [5] ch. 10; 
see also [7] for convergence questions) 
IlO - U(t,)ll C e’(‘l-rl)ll~(r,) - U(r,)ll, 0 d t, S t? d T, (1.3) 
i.e. exponential stability. Inequality (1.3) reflects the smoothing property of the parabolic 
equation. 
Throughout our paper, U(t), 0 C I S T, represents a sufficiently smooth, exact solution 
of ( 1.1). The backward problem we examine consists of finding II on [0, T] given the terminal 
value U(T). This problem is ill-posed. Although the exact solution U(t), 0 d t C T, is a smooth 
function, arbitrarily small perturbations o(T) of U(T) introduce very large extraneous high 
frequencies. As the spatial mesh is refined, these extraneous olution components may be 
amplified without bound as time evolves backwards, even within arbitrarily small time intervals. 
To overcome the ill-posedness it is necessary to add a constraint on the set of admissible 
solutions. A feasible approach lies in the use of an zi priori bound on the unknown initial vector 
U(O) (see [2,3,6] for details). Following this approach our backward problem for (1.1) is recast 
into the initial-terminal value problem: find all solutions o(t), 0 S r S T, satisfying the con- 
straints 
II~(T) - U(T)ll s P, 
[[0(O) - U(O)11 S M. 
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The terminal bound ( I .-La) accommodates error in the given data U(T). M is supposed to be 
known from the physics of the problem. It is assumed, of course, that these conditions are 
compatible. If they are. the solutions U and ri can then be proven to satisfy the continuous 
dependence inequality 
Il(i(f) - U(f)ll s M’-ry3’r. 0 s t s T. ( I .5) 
provided the problem is linear with F(t, (I) = AU + G(r), A constant. This inequality is a 
consequence of the fact that Il(i(t) - Cl(r)// is logarithmically convex[6]. One can say that due 
to the constraints (I .4) the unstable backward problem for (I. I) is changed into a stable initial- 
terminal value problem. The problem studied in [2, 31 (linear problem in abstract Hilbert space) 
is of this type. 
In our setting the backward beam method of Buzbee and Carasso may be interpreted as a 
standard finite difference method for two point boundary value problems for second order ODE 
systems 
ii = H(t, U), 0 < t < T, H(T, U) = F,(t, U) + F’(r, U)F(t, U). (1.6) 
The finite difference method is given by 
U “+’ - 211” + U”-’ = $H(t,, U”), n = I(l)N, (1.7) 
where N is a given integer, T = TI(N + I), and U” is meant to approximate U(r,), the exact 
solution of the first order system (I .3) at time t = r, = n~. Suppose first that the true values 
U(O), U(T) are used as boundary values, U” = U(0) and UN+’ = U(T). The approximation 
{U”} to the restriction {U(r,,)} of the smooth solution U is now second order consistent and, as 
usual, stability then must render second order convergence. In the actual application estimates 
0” and @+ I must be implemented. Here, iI?“‘+’ is considered as a perturbation of U(T) as in 
the formulation above, while ri” stands for a cruder estimate of the unknown initial vector U(0). 
In what follows the estimates @‘+I and o” are supposed to satisfy (I .4). In application we thus 
have time integration errors C?’ - U(f) consisting of two parts, one part being due to truncation 
and the other caused by using the wrong boundary values. The motivation for this approach is 
that the errors due to using the wrong boundary values are damped when going into the interior 
of [0, T]. 
Theoretically these numerical boundary errors should obey stability inequalities similar to 
(1.5) for the continuous time backward problem. For interesting classes of linear problems 
Buzbee and Carasso did, in fact, succeed in deriving error bounds which differ from the 
fundamental uncertainty (1.5) by only the contribution due to the truncation. Among others, 
for the linear problem 
0 = AU + G(t), A symmetric negative definite, (1.8) 
where A is assumed to be independent oft, they recovered the inequality (1.5) for the numerical 
boundary errors (see [2], p. 253 or [3], p. 132). Their analysis is based on the spectral shift 
transformation 
V(t) = e”U(r), k E R, (1.9) 
which transforms (1.8) into 
ti = (A + kI)V + e”G(t). (1.10) 
An analytical stability analysis of the corresponding second order form (the backward beam 
equation) then leads to the numerical continuous dependence inequality if the shift parameter 
k is chosen as 
k = iIn;_ (1.11) 
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The purpose of this paper is to show that this optimal expression for k. optimal in the 
sense that it yields the maximal overall damping of the boundary errors, can also be found via 
a numerical stability analysis of the forward and backward recurrence involved. Our alternative 
derivation of (I. 11) is longer than that in [2,3]. However, the stability analysis of the forward 
and backward recurrence provides more insight into the numerical process and the role of the 
transformation (1.9). Among other things, it shows that the shift provides no real practical 
advantage when k is not larger than minus the spectral abscissa of A. We also derive a dependence 
inequality like ( I .5) for the discrete variables. As contrasted to that of [2], where r is supposed 
to be sufficiently small, our derivation is valid for any T > 0. 
2. THE BACKWARD BEAM ANALYSIS 
By way of comparison we shall first sketch the so-called backward beam derivation as 
presented in [2,3]. Let oo, ON+’ be the estimates of values U(O), U(T) which lie on an exact 
solution U(t), 0 6 t d T, of the linear problem (1.8). Let o(t) = exp (- kr)v(t), 0 S t C T, 
where ri is the exact solution of the two point boundary value problem 
$ = (A + kf)*v + inh. term, v(O) = o”, v(T) = ekT~N+r. (2.1) 
Likewise, we consider the two point problem for V(r) = exp (kt)U(t), i.e., 
v = (A + W)‘V + inh. term, V(0) = U(O), V(T) = ekTU(T). (2.2) 
Let ]I$ be the Euclidean norm and <a; >* the standard inner product. Then W = ri - V 
satisfies 
f IlW(r)ll: = 2ll~L(r)ll: + N.4 + W2W),W))~ 2 0, (2.3) 
i.e. W is norm-convex. The convexity implies that 
II WIl* c y IIwo% + f. Ilwvll2, 
T 
0 d r s T, (2.4) 
or, equivalently, 
IlO(t) - U(t& S emk’ y A4 + ek(T-r’ f p, 0 =S t s T, (2.5) 
provided 0’” and ON+ ’ satisfy the constraints (1.4). Substitution of the expression (1.11) for k 
yields 
]]ir(r) - U(r)]], s M’-“rp,‘T, 0 d t d T, (2.6) 
i.e. a numerical continuous dependence inequality similar to (1.5). It is emphasized that here 
0 is related to the exact solution v of (2.1). 
In conclusion, if we are able to solve the two point problem (2.1) sufficiently accurately, 
we end up with a numerical solution I!?” to the initial-terminal value problem for (1.8) which 
satisfies the stability inequality (2.6), except for truncation errors. Throughout it is assumed 
that these latter errors can be made sufficiently small. Here we should mention that the spectral 
shift transformation usually leads to larger truncation errors. In practice this means that the 
transformation may force us to use smaller values of the time step r. Buzbee and Carasso used 
the difference scheme (1.7) for the numerical solution of (2.1). Other numerical techniques 
may also be considered. 
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3. THE FORWARD AND BACKW.ARD RECLRRENCE 
Let p, v”, n = I( I)N, be the numerical approximations, defined by the finite difference 
method (1.7), to the exact solutions P(t,). V(t,,) of the two point problems (2. I), (2.2). Let 
w” = P - v”; w” satisfies 
W”” - 2W” + w”-’ = ?(A + kI)‘w”, n = l(l)N, 
W” = 0” - u(O), WN+’ = e’r(c,v+’ - L’(T)). 
The total numerical error to be examined is given by 
(3.1) 
e-trmirn - U(f,) = e-k’~W”e-kr*(V” - U(t,)), (3.2) 
the second part of which is due to truncation and the first part due to using the wrong boundary 
values 0°, I?“+‘. In what follows we shall examine the propagation of the boundary errors 
e-“&W” by studying the stability of the forward and backward recurrences which arise in the 
solution of (3.1). 
Firstly, (3.1) is rewritten in the block tridiagonal matrix form 
(E @I I - T? diag (A + kI)‘)@ = i, (3.3) 
E= 
-2 
1 
1 -2 1 ‘.’ l . ii= 1 -2 ‘1 1 -2 ‘A’ X.V 
where we have reversed the order of W’, W’, . . , WV. Secondly, we decompose the matrix 
in (3.3) as LU, viz., 
L= 
I 
0;’ I 
, u= 
where the m x m matrices D, are given by 
D, = -21 - +(A + kI)2, 
D n+l = -21 - T’(A + kI)2 - D,‘, n = l(1)N 
Next we write (3.3) as L? = 2, I!J$ = f where ? = [(VN)r, . 
arrive at the backward recurrence (decreasing n) 
yN = -e”(@+’ - U(T)), 
y”= - D,!,Y”+’ , n = N - I(- 1)2, 
Y’ = -D,;!,Y’ - (0’ - U(O)), 
Qv 
1. 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
, (Y’)‘lT, so that we 
(3.6) 
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followed by the forward recurrence (increasing n) 
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W' = &-'y' 
W” = -D,l:,,Wn-’ + Diln+,Y”, 
(3.7) 
n = 2(1)N. 
These two recurrences describe the propagation of the intermediate boundary errors W” into the 
interior of [0, T]. There remains the back transformation exp ( - kf,) W”. Let @ = exp ( - &r,) W” 
and P = exp ( -kr,)Y”. Then the final backward recurrence reads 
P” = -(ON+ - U(T)), 
p = -(e”D;!,)?“+‘, n = N - I( - 1)2, 
3’ = (ehD;!,)92 - e+(tiO - U(O)), 
(3.8) 
and the final forward recurrence is given by 
IQ’ = &If1 
j.@= - (Dii.+,e +)I+’ + Di!“+,p,, n = 2(1)N. 
(3.9) 
We see that the propagation of the terminal error ri”+ ’ - Cl(T) takes place in the backward 
and forward recurrences, whilst the initial error Lie - U(O) is propagated only in the forward 
direction. Observe that the recurrence (3.5) for the amplification matrices is well-defined, as 
A is symmetric negative definite. 
4. THE DISCRETE DEPENDENCE INEQUALITY 
We shall derive a dependence inequality for the internal boundary errors @’ which is 
analogous to (2.6). The interesting thing about his derivation, in comparison to that of section 
2 and of [2], p. 253, is that the dependence inequality turns out to be valid for any value of 
7 > 0. 
Consider the backward recurrence (3.8). The following inequalities hold 
]]P”]b s ehilDN-fnl1211PnC’Il~, n = N - l( - 1)2, 
I]& s e”llD~-l,lltll~2112 + e+M. 
(4.1) 
As A is symmetric, each matrix D; ’ is symmetric so that its spectral norm is equal to its spectral 
radius. It thus follows that 
IlDi’ll~ d 5, n = l(l)N, (4.2) 
with equality if -k is an eigenvalue of A (the eigenvalues of D,, satisfy recurrence (3.5). too). 
Substitution of (4.2) into (4.1) yields 
IIp”llz C eMNmnb P 
N-n+l’ 
n = N(- 1)2, 
(4.3) 
P ]Ip’]lz < ek*N-lJ - N + e-‘TM, 
for the intermediate variables p. 
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Next consider the forward recurrence (3.9). Substitution of (4.2), (4.3) gives 
II Wlz c 
N-n+1 
N-n+2 
e-“l(t,+lIJ, + e”K’-“I N _ “, + 2’ n = Z(l)N. 
An elementary computation then results in 
Il@nl[2 G emnkr N i : : ’ M + e’N-n’kr fi /3, 
c e-nkr N - * + ’ M + ew-n+llAr n 
N-i- 1 
- P* 
N+ 1 
n = O(l)N + I, (4.5) 
if k 3 0. Substitution of r,, = no, where T = TI(N + l), yields 
II ‘@“II z =S e- 
kr T - tt, 
n -M + eW-$) ; p, 
T 
n = O(l)N + 1. 
This formula is equivalent o (2.5), so that, after substitution of k = T-’ In (M/p) > 0, we 
arrive at the discrete dependence inequality 
Il@l12 6 M’-‘J7p’JT, n = 0( l)N + 1. (4.7) 
The inequalities (4.6) and (2.5) indicate that with a positive shift the forward damping may 
improve, but also that the terminal error may be amplified. Because p is supposed to be smaller 
than M, some backward amplification is allowed. This leads us to the problem of determining 
the optimal value of k, which is simply the maximal value under the constraint just mentioned. 
As it turns out, k = T-’ In (M/p) is optima1 in the sense that for this value the discrete 
dependence on data inequality (4.7) holds for any T > 0. 
This result does not necessarily imply that for this particular value of k the true overall 
damping of boundary errors is always improved by the transformation (1.9). In the remainder 
of this paper we shall try to provide insight into this matter by carrying out a precise spectral 
analysis of the recurrences (3.8), (3.9). Among other things, we show that for problem (1.8) 
the transformation provides no real advantage when k s - a[A], a[A] being the spectral abscissa 
ofA. 
5. THE PROPAGATION OF THE BOUNDARY ERRORS 
The symmetric negative definiteness of A implies that A is othogonally similar to its 
eigenvalue matrix diag (Sj) = X-‘AX with all Sj < 0. This is also true for all the matrices D,. 
Hence we may work with the eigencomponent recurrences (backward) 
YN = -EN+19 
9” = - (ekTdi-L)j?,, , , n = N - I( - 1)2, 
9, = - (e”di!,)j$ - eWk’e,,, 
and (forward) 
1 
WI = d;‘y,, 
1 
W” = -(d;!,,+,e -kr)Ci)n_I + d;1,,,,9,,, n = 2(l)N. 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
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To distinguish from the vector case we use here subscripts instead of superscripts. The eigen- 
values d, of D, satisfy 
d, = -2 - ~~(6 + k)?, d,,,, = -2 - ~~(6 + k)’ - d;‘, n = l(l)N - I, (5.3) 
6 being generic for 8,. j = l(l)m (note that the eigencomponent tin is the j-th component of 
X-‘e if 6 = Sj). The propagation of the boundary errors, now represented by the eigencom- 
portents e,, and E,.,+ ‘, is fully described by (5. I)-(5.3). The eigenvalues d,determine the damping 
or amplification of ~0 and E,~+, . 
Consider ecurrence (5.3). Each d, is a continued fraction in -2 - ~‘(6 + k)? and thus 
converges (see, e.g., [ 11, p. 19) to a limit d, as n + z, which satisfies the quadratic equation 
d? + (2 + ~~(8 + k)“)d + I = 0. As ~~(6 + k)? 2 0, we find 
d= -I -~~‘(S+k)z-f~(2+~1(S+k):)?-4. (5.4) 
The convergence of d, to d is monotone and 0 < - d; ’ C - d- ’ d 1 for all n = l( 1)N and 
all ~~(6 + k)*. This means that the amplification factors -etid;!,, in (5. I) and -e-trd;ln+, 
in (5.2) are majorized by -eLrd-’ and -e-“d-‘, respectively. 
It is emphasized that the rate of convergence of d, to d depends on the size of ~~(6 + k)‘. 
The larger this number, the faster the convergence, so that it is slowest for 6 = -k. A 
consequence is that for values of 6 close to -k the insertion of the upper bound -d-’ for 
-d;’ into the recurrences will lead to somewhat pessimistic onclusions. It is also of interest 
to note that -d-’ monotonically decreases as ~~(8 + k)’ increases. This also holds for 
-d;’ for all n. This property implies trivially that for k = 0 high frequent error components 
are damped faster than low frequency ones (in both directions; note that - d- ’ < 1 for ~~6’ > 0). 
Hence for k = 0 the spectral abscissa of A will be decisive for the damping of the boundary 
errors in (3.6) and (3.7). 
The limit value d satisfies the asymptotic relation 
-d-’ = e-‘ia+t’ + O(r316 + /@), r -, 0. (5.5) 
This leads us to the definitions of the asymptotic forward amplification factor, 
,TAF = ,?I-k++kl) 
t (5.6) 
and the asymptotic backward amplification factor, 
BAF= . erl~-la+~ll (5.7) 
For values of 6 not too close to -k, FAF and BAF are accurate substitutes for the true 
amplification factors in almost all stages n = 1, 2, ***. For n close to N (near the terminal 
point T) these factors may be a bit crude due to the fact that for these stages dN_, is still too 
far away from d. However, recall that -d-’ P -d;’ for all n. This is true for all ~~(6 + 
k)* 3 0, so that if 6 = -k, the asymptotic factor will overestimate he true factors. Conse- 
quently, in all cases FAF and BAF are safe substitutes, provided T is sufficiently small. These 
factors are useful for illustrating the effect of the transformation (1.9) on the boundary error 
propagation. 
6. THE EFFECT OF THE SPECTRAL SHIFT TRANSFORMATION 
In this section we examine FAF and BAF for 6 + k > 0 and 6 + k < 0. As we mentioned, 
for 6 close to -k the true factors may be smaller, implying that in this range the conclusions 
are a bit loose. 
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We first examine FAF for which 
-rR-2:i 
FAF = e76 
\ Stk>O. 
e , 6+ksO. 
(6.1) 
It follows that for 6 + k < 0, the shift has no influence on the forward damping. However, 
there is a change if 6 + k > 0. Then 
,.~,-i,-zrr = eT6eT,-?6-2A1 < er” if 6 + k > 0. (6.2) 
which implies that the damping is accelerated for all 6. k satisfying 6 + k > 0. The acceleration 
factor is exp (-3(6 + k)). Concerning the forward damping. for problem (1.8) the shift 
provides a real advantage only if k > - a[A] > 0, and the larger X-. the greater the acceleration. 
In the backward direction the situation is less favourable. We have 
I 
- 76 s+k>o, 
BAF = eliR+;il e , S+ksO. (6.3) 
Hence for problem (1.8) the shift influences the backward damping of all error components 
e,~;‘,,. Those components for which 6 + k > 0 are now amplified by the factor e-l6 (without 
shift they are damped by the factor eT6). The components for which 6 + k < 0 are propagated 
with the factor ert6+2@. So, for k < 0 we get an improved backward damping. Unfortunately, 
fork < 0 the forward damping remains unchanged. To sum up, for k > 0 part of the spectrum 
(6 > -2k) will suffer from backward amplification. Figure 1 illustrates the situation for k > 
- a[A]. 
We see that for a given k the backward amplification is maximal for that eigencomponent 
which corresponds to the eigenvalue closest to -k. Supposing that 6 = -k, BAF = erk and 
the amplified backward error at t = 0, using BAF, is 
e’““+“jf,+,l = ekTIeNrll. (6.4) 
If we require that this error be less than or equal to leoI, we find the condition 
(6.5) 
which is similar to (1.11). 
Let us summarize now the results of sections 5 and 6. Concerning the forward damping, 
which is crucial to the damping of the initial error 0 o - u(O), the shift provides a real advantage 
only when -k < a[A]. The maximal value of FAF on the spectrum of A is 
FAF,,, = 
, -k < a[A], 
-k 3 a[A]. 
-2k -k 
(6.6) 
I FORWARD 
I 
BACKWARD 
Fig. I. 
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For T sufficiently small and k not too close to a[A], this factor determines the decay of the 
initial etroc PI - 11” at all points t,,, except for a few close to t = T. The maximal value of 
BAF on the spectrum of A is 
BAF,,, = e’k’ 
-k < a[A], 
e~‘cxIA I l Zkl 
, -k 2 a[A]. 
(6.7) 
This says that the shift causes backward amplification unless k < -(1/2)a[A]. However, in 
applications this range of k is of no use. The shift parameter should lie approximately in the 
interval 
1 M 
-a[A]<k<TInp (6.8) 
in order to improve noticeably upon the overall damping of the boundary errors without shifting. 
The lower bound for k is necessary to accelerate the forward damping, while the upper bound 
prevents the terminal error from growing too fast in the backward recurrence. Although these 
amplified errors are damped again in the forward direction, there is no advantage in choosing 
a too large value of k. To conclude, the optimal value for k is T-’ In (M/p). However, if T-’ 
In (MI@) C -a[A], not much will be gained in comparison to the choice k = 0 (no shift). 
For purposes of illustration we solved the backward problem for the simple scalar equation 
ir = 6(U - l), 0 G t s T, U(1) = 1, (6.9) 
with exact solution U(t) = I, 0 =G t < T. We used the estimates o” = .9, ON+’ = .999 so 
that ko,,, = In (100) = 4.6. For the range of shift values k = 0( l)8, Table I shows some results 
for 6 = - I and - 5, respectively. Here we used the very small stepsize r = ~305 to prevent 
possible interference of truncation errors. Note that for 6 = - 5 nothing is gained in comparison 
to k = O(k,, C 5). This is in full agreement with our asymptotic spectral analysis. For 6 = 
- I the relative gain in accuracy is clearly seen. However, for k > kop the boundary errors do 
not increase, rather emain more or less on the same level. This indicates that on a large part 
of the interval BAF is too pessimistic. 
In connection with the foregoing the following remark is of interest. Suppose that for the 
nonlinear problem (I. I) the parameters v, T, M and p satisfy 
T-l In M < -vy. 
P 
Table I. Results for problem (6.7). The entries in the table represent -log,,, (absolute error) 
6= -I 
t\k 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
.2 I.12 I.18 1.29 I .43 I.58 1.74 1.89 2.04 2.19 
.4 I .26 1.39 I .59 1.85 2.12 2.36 2.55 2.69 2.80 
.6 1.45 1.64 1.93 2.27 2.56 2.73 2.82 2.87 2.91 
.8 1.75 2:00 2.34 2.65 2.84 2.90 2.93 2.94 2.96 
8= -5 
t\k 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
.2 1.43 1.43 1.43 I.43 I .42 1.40 1.38 1.36 1.36 
.4 1.87 I .87 1.86 1.85 1.83 1.80 I .77 1.77 1.77 
.6 2.30 2.29 _._ ’ ‘8 2.27 2.24 2.20 2.18 2.18 2.20 
.8 2.71 2.70 2.68 2.65 2.63 2.61 2.60 2.60 2.61 
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Then, as a consequence of (1.3), the continuous deper, dence inequality (1.5) is automatically 
satisfied for any pair of solutions satisfying only (l.4b). This is in line with our observation 
that if ko~t > -ct[A] the spectral shift does not have much effect. If (6.10) holds, the initial- 
terminal problem can in fact be solved by any accurate, stable forward in time integration 
starting from ~0. 
The above has led us to the conjecture that when the backward beam method is applied 
without shift, the numerical backward beam solution itself very' often can be approximated 
accurately by any stable forward in time integration starting from C O . We verified this with 
success on three backward heat problems, one linear and two nonlinear. The explanation lies 
in the fact that in such cases the initial error decay is determined mainly by the stability of the 
problem, a property which the backward beam method shares with any stable integration 
formula[51. 
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